ENRICHED VISIBILITY
WITH PRIORITIZED VULNERABILITIES

Managed on-premises and powered by Nessus technology, the Tenable.sc suite of products provides the industry’s most comprehensive vulnerability coverage with real-time continuous assessment of your network. It is your complete end-to-end vulnerability management solution.

Discover:
Active scanning, agents, passive monitoring and CMDB integrations provide a complete and continuous view of all your assets—both known and previously unknown.

Assess:
With coverage for more than 60,000 vulnerabilities, Tenable has the industry’s most extensive CVE coverage and security configuration support to help you understand your security and compliance posture with confidence.

Prioritize:
Tenable’s Predictive Prioritization technology combines vulnerability data, threat intelligence and data science to give you an easy-to-understand risk score so you know which vulnerabilities to fix first.
**LINKSHADOW CYBERSECURITY ANALYTICS OVERVIEW**

LinkShadow® Cyber Security Analytics Platform is designed to manage threat in real-time utilizing Artificial intelligence-based Machine Learning to analyze events, perform UEBA, and cutting-edge Threat Hunting & provides threat anticipation.

LinkShadow® provides unparalleled detection of the most sophisticated threats which enhances an organization’s defense against advanced cyber-attacks, zero-day malware and ransomware, the chance of an attacker passing through your network is virtually nonexistent.

**INTEGRATION STORY: LINKSHADOW - TENABLE**

Tenable.sc provides LinkShadow Cybersecurity Analytics Platform with a risk-based view of the IT security to quickly identify, investigate and prioritize vulnerabilities.

LinkShadow performs User and Entity Behavioral Analytics to detect Abnormal and Unusual activities by external adversaries and malicious insiders. LinkShadow then provides a score for the users and the assets based on the impact of the anomaly.

This Integration will give LinkShadow better visibility into the risky and vulnerable assets in the environment.

**KEY BENEFITS:**

- Get a Risk Score for your users and assets combined with vulnerability insights from Tenable.sc
- Empowered visibility of all known and unknown assets
- Coverage for more than 60,000 vulnerabilities with 150,000+ Plugins fed into LinkShadow
- Speed up incident response with prioritized vulnerabilities